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The Prepper's Guide To Grid Down Disaster SurvivalEvery time you turn on the news or get on the

internet, you are bombarded with images of one disaster or another. Sometimes it is a tornado,

hurricane or earthquake and other times, it is civil unrest that is wreaking havoc. Then there are the

terrorists that are always working hard to make this world an unpleasant and uncertain place to live.

With so much strife in the world, it only makes sense you would take action to prepare for the

inevitable to strike your little corner of the world. Most people always assume it will never happen to

them or where they live. Living in a bubble or burying your head in the sand isn't going to help

matters when disaster does strike. We have seen the evidence mounting over the past couple of

years. Our electricity grids are vulnerable. We could very well find ourselves living in a very dark

world. Could you survive? Do you know how to find clean drinking water after the grid fails and your

tap no longer gives you what you need to survive? How can you make the water from your local

river safe to drink?These are all things you need to consider today. You must be prepared to find

food and water and deal with sanitation issues that will arise if the power grid is knocked out for a

few weeks or a few long months or even longer. Things will be very different as the community

adjusts to life without power, water or gas. Some people will thrive and others will be forced to fight

for every moment of life. Do what you can to be a part of the first group and use this book to help

yourself prepare for a downed power grid. You owe it to yourself and your family to spend some

time putting things away that will ultimately save your life. Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn

With This Fully Illustrated Book...What May Cause A Grid Down And The Importance Of Being

PreparedWhat May Happen During A Short Term Grid CollapseHow To Prepare For The Lack Of

Running Water Including, How to Find, Disinfect, and Purify Your Water About Proper Sanitation In

The Event Of A Grid DownToilets/Latrines, Hand Washing, Dishes, Bathing, and TrashHow To

Cook, Cool, Heat And Light Your Home In The Including How To Maintain a Healthy Environment

Event Of A Grid Down Situation How To Properly Manage Your Resources in the Event of a Grid

Down EmergencyMuch, Much MoreReaders say......."This book was pretty interesting! I never think

about the world ending or natural disasters, but This book really enlightened me how I SHOULD

have some preparation done just in case. Saving water, stock piling good food are little things you

can do now to save you and your loved ones in the future"................Crystal Russell  "We can't tell

when will disasters strike us, so we better prepare early as we can. This book is good for prepper

beginners specially for those who don't know where to begin with. This book is so informative, you

will learn a lot from this"................Marian"I love reading a good book, especially when it's by an

author that so clearly knows their stuff. This book is a great value and I would recommend it to



anyone interested in learning more about how to prepare yourself and your family for any upcoming

disaster"................Jana KelsayGet Your Copy Now!Tags: Homesteading Off The Grid, Boondocking

Hiking Supplies, Canning Guide Disaster Preparedness, Emergency Preparedness Camping
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I am not worried about the end of the world but I did live through an ice storm a few years ago that

caused an electrical outage for over 2 weeks. I really think it is smart to be prepared for anything

that can be expected and if the end of the world thing comes up then you still will be better prepared

then most people. This book is filled with several ideas that I have never seen before and it is easy

to understand and comprehend. This has to be in the top percentile for this style of book.

Great information! This book has useful information for survival if the grid goes down(shutting down

of the power or collapse). The author shows you how to find water and how to clean it. Also, he

shows you how people react during an disaster. With all of this said, I will have hope for my family

and we will be prepared.



This book was straightforward, written in plain English and easy to understand. The author was able

to stay very concise with the depth of the information he presented as he kept within the guidelines

of a short term grid collapse vice a longer term electrical grid collapse. The author was very

informative, for example, as he provided many different ways to purify water which most people are

most likely not aware of including the use of chlorine and iodine. He could have provided more

information in the chapter regarding cooking and maybe included a chapter on how to use say

Home Owners Associations in order to keep neighbors connected and helping each other thru an

extended grid problem. Overall, the information was easy to understand and helps people to

prepare for disaster situations.

This book is really helpful. It covers some of the most plausible scenarios as well as how you will

manage during the grid failure. You don't know how much you rely on electricity until it is ripped

away from you. It can leave your entire world turned upside down if you are not ready.

I love reading a good book, especially when it's by an author that so clearly knows their stuff. This

book is a great value and I would recommend it to anyone interested in learning more about how to

prepare yourself and your family for any upcoming disaster

Good clear simplified information. Only 4 stars because it does not contain any new or different info

than other books of the same ilk. Did give it 4 stars because it is written clearly and concisely and

anyone beginning to wise up and prepare for any of numerous grid down scenarios could easily

understand and follow this information.

The issue of water purification and power is very sensitive in our daily life. this are the things that

have captured my most attention in this book. I recommend this book to every individual who wants

to leave a healthy life with comfort

This book was pretty interesting! I never think about the world ending or natural disasters, but This

book really enlightened me how I SHOULD have some preparation done just in case. Saving water,

stock piling good food are little things you can do now to save you and your loved ones in the future.
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